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Abstract

The identification of associations between drugs and adverse drug events (ADEs) is crucial for drug safety surveil-
lance. An increasing number of studies have revealed that children and seniors are susceptible to ADEs at the pop-
ulation level. However, the comprehensive explorations of age risks in drug-ADE pairs are still limited. The FDA
Adverse Event Reporting System (FAERS) provides individual case reports, which can be used for quantifying dif-
ferent age risks. In this study, we developed a statistical computational framework to detect age group of patients
who are susceptible to some ADEs after taking specific drugs. We adopted different Chi-squared tests and conducted
disproportionality analysis to detect drug-ADE pairs with age differences. We analyzed 4,580,113 drug-ADE pairs
in FAERS (2004 to 2018Q3) and identified 2,523 pairs with the highest age risk. Furthermore, we conducted a case
study on statin-induced ADE in children and youth. The code and results are available at https://github.com/Zhizhen-
Zhao/Age-Risk-Identification

Introduction

Adverse Drug Events (ADEs) are considered any noxious, unintended or undesired effect of a drug that occurs at a
dose normally used in humans for prophylaxis, diagnosis or treatment1. ADEs are the 4th leading cause of death in the
United States, which significantly increases the economic burden, stay length and death risk for hospitalized patients2.
It is estimated that hospitalized patients have more than 2,216,000 ADEs in U.S., which cause more than 106,000
deaths annually3.

Age is an important risk factor to experience ADEs. Previous studies illustrated significant ADE differences among
various age groups4. The 20-29 years old group has the lowest rate of adverse events, whereas the 0-9 years old
group has the highest rate5, 6. Young children have greater potential to report adverse events than adults, especially in
the anti-infective, respiratory, dermatological and nervous system, because the detoxification mechanisms of children
are immature7. Among children, a clinical trial showed that treating asthma through inhaled corticosteroids, younger
children developed more cough and perioral dermatitis, while older children report hoarseness more frequently5.
Furthermore, multiple studies have shown that the risk of an ADE increases with age5, 8. For instance, with patent
foramen ovale, older cryptogenic stroke patients have greater risks of having adverse events than younger patients8.
Among patients with heart failure, risks of ADEs after taking digoxin enhance significantly with age, from 1.7% for
patients below 50 to 5.4% for patients older than 80-year-old5. Although previous studies revealed certain ADEs with
age risks, there still lacks comprehensive exploration, especially for ADEs associated with particular drugs.

To detect an association among interested drug-ADE pairs, data mining methods have been developed on measures of
disproportionality, such as Reporting Odds Ratio (ROR) and the Proportional Reporting Ratio (PRR)9. However, many
of them ignored heterogeneous characteristics of patients (e.g. age, gender and primary diseases) and gave the same
weight to the information from the whole population when calculating the expected number of reports for a specific
drug-ADE pair, which might mask the true signals or flag false associations as potential signals12.

The US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) provides post-marketing drug surveillance data Adverse Event Report-
ing System (FAERS)13, which collects data for suspected adverse drug events for further analysis. It covers a wide
range of products aimed at diverse medical indications and are used across a broad range of patient populations. We
aim to analyze the FAERS database and identify the age of patients who are more likely to experience certain ADEs
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after taking a specific drug. In precision medicine, a few studies adopted data-driven statistical subgroup methods to
estimate average treatment effects and explore subgroups with enhanced treatment effects10, 11. However, due to the
lack of a control group, popular subgroup methods could not be applied in the database directly. Current researchers
have used subgroup disproportionality to quantify the differential risk of a drug causing an ADE in men or women14

and have predicted the probability of being a female given confounding factors and built balanced cohorts to dampen
the confounding biases existing in FAERS in the meantime2. But existing work is designed for detecting gender dif-
ferences and examine ADEs in only two subpopulations (i.e., male and female). Their methods could not be directly
leveraged for identifying ADEs in multiple age groups (i.e., children, youth, adult and senior).

In this study, we proposed a computational framework to identify the age group of patients who tend to experience
more ADEs after taking a specific drug. Patients were divided into four age groups based on the World Population
Prospects from The United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs15. Firstly, we performed Chi-squared
tests to identify drug-ADE combinations which showed significant age differences. Then, for each drug-ADE pair,
we conducted pairwise comparisons and measured disproportionality to detect the age group of patients with the
highest risk of experiencing an adverse event. Finally, we applied logistic regression and likelihood ratio test (LRT)
on the interaction between age group and drug to remove the confounding effects caused by age bias. We applied
our framework on submissions of FAERS from 2004 to the third quarter of 2018. We successfully discovered 2,523
age-related drug-ADE combinations and identified the highest risk age group in each combination. We also conducted
a case study on statin drugs induced ADE in children and youth.

Overall, our contributions can be summarized as follows:

• We developed a new computational framework to quantify the risks of experiencing ADEs for patients in mul-
tiple age subgroups. Our framework allows for the identification of heterogeneous characteristics of patients
that have multiple categories. Through this computational framework, we fully explored age risks in drug-ADE
pairs.

• To discover the highest risk among multiple age groups, we determined exactly which subgroups are signifi-
cantly different in reporting an ADE, then calculated the reporting odds ratios (RORs) and selected the subgroup
with the highest ROR as the significant signal.

• We applied our framework to discover age risks in drug-ADE pairs in FAERS data set. We also analyzed
statin-related ADEs that have the highest risk in children and youth.

Methodology

In our study, the age risks were detected mainly through four steps: discover age differences for specific drugs, discover
age differences for specific drug-ADE pairs, discover the age group with higher risk, remove confounding effect by
age bias. The process is presented in Algorithm 1. The illustration of our framework can be found in Figure 1.

Detect age differences for drugs

First, we detected age differences for a specific drug by considering all adverse drug events appearing with the drug.
The goal was to discover drugs that have an overall age difference in drug-ADE pairs frequency distribution. An
overall Chi-square test was applied to identify if there is an overall shift in drug-ADE pairs frequency distribution.
Because of the large number of drug-ADE pairs, this step could also help avoid testing all individual unique pairs and
then alleviate the testing burden. In addition, there were some drugs that only appeared in one particular age group,
which we are not interested in. Thus, we filtered out drugs that appear only in one group and conducted tests on drugs
that appear in more than two age groups.

For each drug, assume there were k ADEs in total that appeared with the drug. We constructed one of the contingency
tables shown in Figure 1 based on how many age groups the drug appeared in. The value in each cell represents the
total count of reports for each drug and the corresponding ADEi (i = 1, . . . , k) in each age group.

We applied a Chi-square test for the contingency table, where the null hypothesis is that there is no age difference
for a specific drug. For instance, for the drug occurring in all four groups, H0 : PA

i = PB
i = PC

i = PD
i , for
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Algorithm 1: The algorithmic framework to identify drug-ADE pairs with age risk
Input: patient data: drugs X, adverse events Y, age groups Z
Output: drug-ADE pairs, higher risk age group, significance

1 for drug xi in X do
2 Group all ADEs, yi, associated with xi;
3 if xi exists in at least two age groups then
4 Count the occurance of (xi,yi

j) for each age group;
5 Perform a χ2 test and compute adjusted p value using Bonferroni adjustment;
6 if adjusted p value ≤ 0.05 then
7 for ADE yi

j in yi do
8 if (xi,yi

j) exists in at least two age groups and occurance ≥ 50 then
9 Count the occurance of (xi,yi

j) and all other pairs associated with xi for each age group;
10 Perform a χ2 test and compute adjusted p value using Bonferroni adjustment;
11 if adjusted p value ≤ 0.05 then
12 Perform χ2 tests for pairwise age groups and compute adjusted p values using Bonferroni

adjustment;
13 Compute and rank RORs;
14 if adjusted p value >0.05 then
15 Combine age groups;
16 Identify the age group zi

j with the largest ROR;
17 Fit the logistic regression model;
18 Perform a Likelihood Ratio Test on β3 and compute adjusted p values using Bonferroni

adjustment;
19 if adjusted p value ≤ 0.001 then
20 return xi, yi

j, zi
j, adjusted p value

all i = 1, ..., k, where P j
i denotes the probability of being in the age group j and having the ADEi, capital letters

represent four different age groups. Bonferroni methods were used for all drugs to adjust P values to correct for
multiple testing.

Detect age differences for drug-ADE pairs

The first step filtered out the drugs that illustrated an overall difference in drug-ADE pairs frequency distribution, but
not necessarily indicated that all pairs related to those drugs showed age differences. Therefore, this step is to apply
a Chi-square test to identify if there exist age differences in a particular drug and adverse drug event pair. We are still
only interested in the pairs that occurred in more than two age groups, so filtered out pairs that occurred only in one
age group. In addition, in order to ensure the validity of Chi-square tests, we filtered out pairs whose occurrence was
less than 50.

For each unique drug-ADE pair, we constructed one of the contingency tables shown in Figure 1 based on how many
age groups the pair appeared in. The first column represents the number of reports for the interested adverse drug
event after taking the interested drug for each age group. The second column represents the number of reports for all
adverse drug events that occurred with the interested drug except the interested one for each age group. Based on the
contingency table, we tested the null hypothesis that there is no age difference for a specific drug-ADE pair. The P
values were adjusted through Bonferroni methods for all testing pairs to correct for multiple testing.

Detect the age group with higher risk

The above two steps provided drug-ADE pairs that showed different distributions for various age groups, but they did
not point out which groups accounted for the differences. We would then conduct pairwise comparisons and make
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Figure 1: Illustration of the proposed methodology: In the first step, overall Chi-squared tests for each drug are per-
formed to identify drugs with overall age differences. Then overall Chi-squared tests for each identified drugs and
ADEs pair are performed to identify drug-ADE pairs with age differences. Next Chi-squared tests for age group com-
parisons within each pair are performed. RORs for every two age groups are computed and ranked, which quantifies
the age risks. At the end, a logistic model is built for each detected pair and the Likelihood Ratio Test is performed on
the interaction of drug and age group to remove age bias.

disproportionality analyses for subpopulations of drug-ADE pairs obtained from the last step. The objective is to
identify one or more age groups that are different from other age groups and are more likely to experience the target
adverse event for a specific drug-ADE pair.

Since the pairs might exist in two, three or four age groups, we conducted at least one and at most six pairwise
comparisons. Chi-square tests were conducted by constructing at least one and at most six 2*2 contingency tables for
unique drug-ADE pairs. For instance, if a pair existed in all four age groups, then six 2*2 contingency tables shown
in Figure 1 would be constructed. In order to ensure the validity of Chi-Square tests, all cells in all contingency tables
are greater than five. Therefore, the drug-ADE pairs with occurrence more than zero, and less than five in at least one
age group were filtered.

Meanwhile, adjusted ROR for each table was calculated. Adjusted ROR was defined as: ROR = a/b
c/d , where a denotes

the number of patients in the first age group experiencing the target ADE, b denotes the number of patients in the first
age group experiencing all other ADEs except the target ADE, c denotes the number of patients in the second age
group experiencing the target ADE, d denotes the number of patients in the second age group experiencing all other
ADEs except the target ADE. A ROR greater than 1 indicated that the first age group is more likely to report the target
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ADE after taking the specific drug. In contrast, a ROR less than 1 indicated that the second age group is at a higher
risk when experiencing the target ADE.

Risks for different age groups can be ordered through the value of ROR. Considering one group as a baseline and fix
it, then RORs calculated in terms of that group can be ordered from the least value to the greatest value. On the basis
of pairwise comparisons, we then combined the groups which are not significantly different. For groups that were
not significantly different, to be more conservative, kept the ROR with the smallest value in the rank. Selected the
age groups which have the highest risk as to the significant signals, meaning that certain age groups are susceptible to
certain ADEs after taking a drug. For instance, all four group patients taking lamotrigine once experienced convulsion.
There did not show a significant difference between children and youth but showed significant differences among the
other five comparisons. Combining children group with youth group, and ordered the RORs, children and youth group
illustrated the largest risk with the highest odd ratio. Thus we considered children and youth as higher risk groups,
meaning that they tend to report more convulsion among the whole population.

In pairwise comparisons, we are only interested in pairs that showed consistent significantly different results within
all comparisons. To be more specific, for a specific drug-ADE pair, if group A and group B are significantly different,
group A and group C are significantly different, but group B and group C are not significantly different, we wouldn’t
continue to analyze it. P values within each drug-ADE pair were adjusted through Bonferroni method for correction.

Remove age bias in reporting ADEs

It’s possible that ADEs selected above are caused by age, not necessarily the interested drug. For instance, older adults
are more likely to report inadequate pain management than younger adults. The previous Chi-square test might still
identify the pairs associated with certain outcomes with the age difference, but these pairs may be not drug-specific.
So we would filter out the potential confounding effects in reporting ADEs due to age bias. In other words, we are
interested in discovering the ADEs that are caused by the interaction effects of drug and age. Thus, we conducted a
logistic regression for each drug-ADE pair identified in the last step and tested on the interaction term. We build such
a model:

log( p
1−p ) = β0 + β1I(Drug) + β2Age+ β3Age×I(Drug)

where Drug is an indicator variable, taking values on 1 if taking the target drug and 0 if not. Target ADE is 1 if
experiencing the target ADE and 0 if experiencing other ADEs. β0 represents the log-odds of reporting the target
ADE that the patient not taking the drug and in the first age group. β1 + β3 represents the increase of log-odds
if taking the drug than not. β3 is the parameter that we are interested in, which quantifies the drug-age interaction
effects. Thus, we conducted a likelihood ratio test on β3. The significant results illustrated that the drug effects depend
on the identified high-risk age group. Bonferroni adjustment for all candidate drug-ADE pairs was used for multiple
testings.

Experiment
Data Set

In the source FAERS database, there exist multiple versions for an individual report, including one or more follow-
up case versions based on the initial case version. In addition, the drug names in FAERS are not normalized, full
names, trade names, abbreviations and spelling mistakes are existed instead14. We cleaned and normalized FAERS by
removing duplicate individual case reports, mapping drug names to RxNorm concepts and outcomes to SNOMED-CT
concepts based on a standardization method16. Finally, we mapped unique individual case reports with demographic
information through ‘primaryid’ and ‘isr’.

In this study, we collected FAERS quarterly submissions from 2004 to the third quarter of 2018. The curated and
standardized version consisted of 99,543,819 drug-ADE pairs. After removing missing values, and values out of 100
in age, a total of 75,748,043 pairs remained. We then divided patients into four age groups, 0-14 years old as children,
15-24 years old as youth, 25-64 years old as adult and >65 years old as senior on the basis of the criteria provided by
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World Population Prospects from The United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs15. In total, among
these records, 2,408,437 pairs (3.18%) were from children, 2,648,358 pairs (3.50%) were from youth, 41,751,042
pairs (55.12%) were from adult and 28,940,206 pairs (38.20%) were from senior.

Results and Analysis

After cleaning and standardization, there remained 4,580,113 unique drug-ADE pairs with 5,661 drugs and 19,198
ADEs in the data set. We applied the methodology to the data set. We removed pairs whose ADE is caused by the
misuse of drugs, such as off label use and drug abuse. In the process, by screening drug labels, we also removed
some possible false positive pairs caused by co-morbidities. For instance, the atorvastatin-coronary artery disease pair
in adult might be spurious since atorvastatin is commonly used in the hyperlipidemia patients for the prevention of
heart disease, which is a critical comorbidity. Finally, with confidence level at 0.999, we discovered 2,523 unique age-
associated drug-ADE pairs and their highest age risks, among which 408 drugs and 775 adverse events were included.
Full results are available in https://github.com/Zhizhen-Zhao/Age-Risk-Identification. Table 1 presents the number of
drug-ADE pairs, drugs and ADEs in each age risk group.

Table 1: Number of drug-ADE pairs, drugs and ADEs in each age risk group

Age Risk Group Drug-ADE pairs Drugs Adverse Drug Events
Children 629 208 342

Youth 672 226 284
Adult 255 94 143
Senior 531 175 244

Children & Youth 325 141 194
Children & Adult 7 4 7
Children & Senior 22 19 21

Youth & Adult 47 38 38
Youth & Senior 15 13 14
Adult & Senior 20 17 18

Among identified pairs, 1,966 (77.92%) pairs appeared in all age groups and 2,087 (82.72%) pairs have the single age
risk group. Children and youth are the most susceptible groups among the whole population. Only 44 (1.74%) pairs
show the highest risk in two age groups which are not continuous in classification. We identified the most prominent
drug-ADE pairs that pose the highest risk to each single age group, the top 6 pairs are shown in Table 2. For the
10 most prescribed drugs in the U.S.17, we successfully identified atorvastatin, lisinopril, amlodipine, amoxicillin,
omeprazole, losartan and metformin whose ADE pairs have significant age risk. Table 3 shows the most significant
risks in a single age group from these drugs.

In addition, we compared the distribution of significant age risks in each system organ class (SOC). All detected drug-
ADE pairs are grouped at the SOC level. All 27 SOCs show the significant age risks, where ’General disorders and
administration site conditions’, ’Injury, poisoning and procedural complications’ and ’Vascular disorders’ are the top
3 classes that have age risks. Figure 2 presents top 15 SOCs that have all four single age risks. Adult risk is at a
lower proportion for all classes. Seniors are at the highest risk for experiencing Infections and infestations, Renal and
urinary disorders, Immune system disorders, Musculoskeletal and connective tissue disorders. Children are susceptible
to Gastrointestinal disorders, Metabolism and nutrition disorders, Nervous system disorders, Investigations.

Case Study of Statin Drugs Induced ADEs in Children and Youth

In detected drug-ADE pairs with age risk, we filtered statin-related pairs that have age risk in either children or youth
shown in Table 4. Our results well complemented current researches on statin-induced ADEs. The results indicated
that the number of atorvastatin-related pairs with risk in children and youth seems to be significantly larger than other
statin drugs, which demonstrates the variation of ADEs between different statin drugs. We also observed that statin-
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Table 2: Top 6 drug-ADE pairs within each higher age risk group

Drug Adverse Drug Event ROR* Adjusted P-Value
Children

risperidone emotional disorder 12.51 0
rivaroxaban gastrointestinal haemorrhage 1.75 0
loratadine overdose 27.25 0
adalimumab injection site pain 2.29 4.82e-277
warfarin international normalised ratio increased 1.88 3.82e-250
risperidone gynaecomastia 8.68 4.38E-250

Youth
misoprostol haemorrhage 5.01 7.15e-291
finasteride erectile dysfunction 9.99 1.48e-179
mifepristone abortion incomplete 1.98 3.88e-179
alprazolam cardiac arrest 6.60 7.70e-166
alprazolam respiratory arrest 7.20 2.29e-129
doxycycline haemorrhage 5.75 2.43e-128

Adult
aspirin myocardial infarction 3.06 1.63e-278
isotretinoin unintended pregnancy 2.64 1.76e-248
levonorgestrel acne 6.96 2.78e-217
furosemide cardiac failure congestive 1.91 9.90e-213
aspirin cardiac failure congestive 1.92 9.88e-167
etonogestrel pulmonary embolism 2.46 1.99e-105

Senior
vincristine febrile neutropenia 1.60 3.21e-256
etanercept rheumatoid arthritis 1.51 9.51e-177
salicylic acid completed suicide 2.74 1.19e-166
cyclosporine eye irritation 6.78 1.30e-139
ethanol completed suicide 2.55 2.37e-136
medroxyprogesterone breast cancer female 1.99 3.51e-114
* ROR is the odds ratio of the highest risk group over other groups.

induced cardio and vascular events (bradycardia, cardiogenic shock, electrocardiogram qrs complex prolonged and
hypertension) have a higher tendency in children and youth, which were not observed in previous clinical trials18.
Meanwhile, a simvastatin-induced muscle symptom (myalgia) was found at a higher risk in the young population.
Although this result is not consistent with a meta-analysis in 200819which revealed that age (> 65 years old) is a
risk factor for myopathy and rhabdomyolysis, almost all studies included in the meta-analysis were conducted in
the adult population and they did not find enough data for the young population. In addition, we also conducted the
Standardised MedDRA Queries (SMQs) evaluation regarding myopathy. The SMQ terms used in the analysis included
Rhabdomyolysis/myopathy (SMQ code: 20000002) that consists of ten narrowly defined PT terms. We obtained
a significant association (adjust p-value = 1.56e-06) between simvastatin and Statin associated muscle symptoms
(SAMS) in the young population.

Our observation of the higher risk of children or youth in atorvastatin- and simvastatin-induced ADE could be at-
tributed to dose. Current pediatric statin dosage recommendations are extrapolated from existing adult data20. Usual
pediatric doses of atorvastatin and simvastatin for familial hypercholesterolemia (FH) patients are similar to those in
adults (10–80 mg/day). Although some clinical trials in children proved atorvastatin and simvastatin’s efficacy and
safety at these dose levels, there existed many limitations of these findings. The most critical one is the duration of
statin therapy in these clinical trials. In clinical practice, patients with FH are subjected to continue with statin treat-
ment for the rest of their lives once the therapy was initiated while the duration of trials could range from only 8 to
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Table 3: Top age risks posted by the most prescribed drugs in the US

Drug Adverse Drug Event Age Risk Group ROR* Adjusted P-Value
atorvastatin type 2 diabetes mellitus Children 3.28 3.86e-10

cardiogenic shock Youth 46.24 4.25e-12
angina unstable Adult 1.93 2.46e-06
atrial fibrillation Senior 4.91 1.17e-08

lisinopril renal impairment Children 4.76 5.74e-04
shock Youth 16.03 5.88e-05
coronary artery disease Adult 2.30 5.97e-09

amlodipine generalised oedema Children 12.32 5.06e-12
shock Youth 11.30 1.85e-83
myocardial infarction Adult 2.42 9.82e-20

amoxicillin urticaria Children 3.51 6.95e-08
deep vein thrombosis Youth 4.49 6.95e-08

omeprazole injury Youth 12.06 4.5e-18
metformin glomerular filtration rate decreased Children 7.98 1.49e-06

intentional overdose Youth 23.39 7.10e-40
myocardial infarction Adult 1.35 3.71e-22
decreased appetite Senior 1.89 2.72e-49

* ROR is the odds ratio of the highest risk group over other groups.

Table 4: Statin drugs-ADE pair with children or youth risks

Statin Drug Adverse Drug Event Age Risk Group Adjusted P-Value
atorvastatin cardiogenic shock Youth 4.25e-12

electrocardiogram qrs complex prolonged Youth 4.83e-12
type 2 diabetes mellitus Children 3.86e-10
squamous cell carcinoma of skin Youth 4.63e-10
actinic keratosis Youth 1.81e-7
hypertension Youth 1.73e-6
seizure Youth 8.54e-5
intentional overdose Youth 2.02e-4
bradycardia Youth 2.69e-4

lovastatin completed suicide Children 2.50e-17
rosuvastatin completed suicide Youth 2.00e-11
simvastatin myalgia Children 4.53e-17

personality change Children 1.32e-7
completed suicide Children & Youth 3.26e-7

104 weeks. The accumulating dose of statin drugs could not be evaluated in the clinical trials.

On the other hand, pharmacogenetics might also cause a higher risk in children and youth. For instance, Wagner’s non-
compartmental analysis of children and adolescent data21 demonstrated that each copy of the SLCO1B1 c.521C allele
was associated with a 2.5-fold increase in simvastatin acid (SVA, the active form of simvastatin) systemic exposure,
which was more pronounced than reported in adult studies.The 9- to the 10-fold range of AUC values noted within the
c.521TT and c.521TC SLCO1B1 genotype groups exceeded the between-group variability, implying that additional
factors may contribute to inter-individual variability in SVA systemic exposure in children and adolescents. This could
induce a higher risk of simvastatin-induced myopathy in the children and youth population.

Thus, although the short- and intermediate-term efficacy and safety of statins have been confirmed by observational
studies and meta-analyses22, there still exists some statin-induced ADEs that have not been fully explored due to
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Figure 2: Proportion of single age risks in top 15 SOCs

biased study population or short evaluation period of drug effects. We found the variation of ADEs caused by different
statin drugs and presented statins-induced ADEs that have the highest risk in children and youth. We explained the
plausibility of results in terms of drug usage and pharmacogenetics. Our results could take the essential supplement in
clinical trials, especially for the statin drugs-related safety issues.

Conclusion

In this study, we developed a computational methodology to explore the differential risks of a drug causing an adverse
drug event in different age groups. We performed multiple Chi-squared tests and disproportionality analysis to examine
age risks in drug-ADE pairs. We also removed confounding effects due to age bias through logistic regression and
likelihood ratio tests. Finally, We applied the methodology on FAERS data set and identified age-associated drug-ADE
pairs as well as their highest age risk. FAERS data is subject to biases due to differential prescription and ADEs are
usually dependent on physical conditions of the patients. Thus the proposed methodology can be further improved by
adjusting possible confounders, such as gender,co-morbidities and co-prescribed drugs. Our results provided a new
resource of age-related adverse events for drugs, which is important for the appropriate prescriptions for patients in
different age groups. The new methodology could become an efficient tool in the improvement of precision medicine
and drug safety supervision.
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